
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Cut 3” x 4” watercolor paper. Place the paper vertically and cover the bottom part of the paper about 1” with washi tape or masking 

tape. Ink-blend to create sunset look like with the following distress inkpads (from lightest to darkest): Squeezed Lemonade, Wild Honey, 

Fossilized Amber and Spice Marmalade. Upon completion of ink-blending, remove the tape.  

Partially mask the previously colored portion with tape and distress with Tumble Glass and Mermaid Lagoon to create the river.  

Die cut the Half Circle on crème cardstock. Adhere the die cut just above the river and trim away the loose edges. 

Die cut Eifel tower (from Bookmark dies set) on watercolor paper and color with distress markers (Frayed Burlap, Gathered Twigs and 

Ground Espresso). Adhere over the right side of the Half Circle. 

Die cut In The Winter on watercolor paper leaving an extra 0.5” below the trees to serve as the ground. Color with distress markers: trees 

(Mowed lawn, Twisted Citron, and Peeled Paint), ground (Walnut Stain, Gathered Twigs and Espresso). Adhere this to the bottom of the 

piece and trim away the loose edges.  

Stamp a fox image from Smile All Day stamp set onto 300gsm watercolor paper and color the image using Tim Holtz distress marker 

(from lightest to darkest): Dried marigold, spiced marmalade and Rusty hinge. Color the fox’s cheek with Barn Door. Fussy cut the image 

and glue it on the bottom left of the piece.  

Die cut a Hello frame from Love To Travel on crème cardstock and adhere over the piece. Punch 3 cloud pieces and add them on the top 

left (2 pieces) and on the top right of the piece. 

Die cut 2 bows from Whirl Wreath, layer them over each other and glue them in the middle.  Add a light green rhinestone on the middle 

of the bow and paste the bow on the bottom left of the piece. 

Complete the card: Create a 4.5” x 6” white card base. Layer a 4.3” x 5.8” orange polka dots pattern paper followed by a 4.1” x 5.6” 

brown cardstock.  Ink-blend using Twisted Citron and Mowed Lawn on a 3.9” x5.4” watercolor paper and adhere over the card with the 

darker color below. Die cut 2 strips of border from Starburst and along the bottom of the card. Die cut 4 flourish shape from Bookmark 

and affix them fanned out over the both sides of the card. Affix the “insert piece” onto the card with 3D foam tape. Finish with 3 clear 

sequins on the top left and top right of the card each. 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-305 Smile All Day, 51-195 

Bookmark, 51-220 Party For You, 51-155 Starburst, 51-213 

Half Circle,51-173 In The Winter,51-224 Love To Travel, 51-151 

Whirl Wreath 

Additional Products: Crème cardstock for the base, brown 

cardstock, Echo Park pattern paper (orange polka dots),  

300gsm watercolor paper, Versafine black onyx ink, Tim Holtz 

distress markers, distress ink pads, watercolor brush (number 

0), foam tapes, clear sequins, white glue, masking tape, light 

green rhinestone,  foam tape, Carla Craft cloud puncher 

 

 

 

 


